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Overview:
In 1998 the Earth was invaded by a non-hostile force of
alien robots. Subsequent research uncovered information as
to their origin. This report will disclose the maindetails of
the origins, and discuss the newest waveof the Wee.Bot
invasion coded named: Wee.Bot 2000 and PeeWee.Bot,
both units first sighted at years end 1999. (No link to issues
concerning Y2Khave been established to date.)
History:
In an unknowncorner of the universe, lonely alien
colonists developed and manufactured an "electronic pet"
that could be cared for without requirement of standard
food sources. They developed a pet that could exist on the
planet’s rich atmosphereof nitrogen, alkaline and oxygen.
The pet became a beloved memberof the society but in
time their numbers grew to a level which began to burden
the aliens not for resources, but for physical space.
Crudeillustration of original Wee.Bot
as first
reported by American and
British tabloid press.

A plan was adopted to send Wee.Bot ambassadors to every
corner of the universe, pronouncing the colonists goodwill
toward their neighbors (and decreasing the alarming surplus
population of the cute little creatures). Mostof the tiny
explorers simply landed on empty planets or other bodies
in space. Some,like those that arrived on earth in 1998,
found inhabited planets and were likely welcomedby the
population of the planet.
It is now believed that one such group of Wee.Botexplorers
became maroonedon an asteroid that was not inhabited,
but did contain an atmosphere similar to the original home
planet of the Wee.Bot population. Although they were
extremely lonely (a Wee.Botrequires large amounts of
affection), the asteroid Wee.Botswere able to survive and
even thrive to some degree. (Somechanges in appearance
and abilities developedand are detailed later in this report.)
Through a highly-developed form of communication, the
original Wee.Botvisitors broadcast a messageto the other
Wee.Bots of the universe and of their homeplanet. The
messagegave a description of their new home, the "humans"
that they had adopted, and a signal beacon for lost Wee.Bots
to follow.
As the Wee.Botasteroid passed close to the earth’s solar
system, the stranded Wee.Bots were able to receive the
signal beacon. The lonely Wee.Bots immediately launched
a team of explorers toward the beacon. It has now become
evident that they were successful in following the signal
and have landed on our planet.
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This report will first discuss the Wee.Bot2000unit, popularly
dubbed the "grown-upunit" because of its observed ability
to communicate commandsto the PeeWee.Bot units.
ALKALINE

BA~FERY SUPPLEMENT

The Wee.Bot has adapted to our atmosphere by developing
a separate chamber (or compartment) that will draw on the
alkaline provided by 4 AAalkaline batteries installed with
the correct polarity (see diagraminside battery chamber).
This, combinedwith air from our [earth’s] atmosphere is
all that the Wee.Botrequires in the way of nutrition.
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TRANSLATOR BA’I-WERY

REQUIREMENTS

If a translator is to be used to communicatewith the
Wee.Bot 2000 unit (highly recommended), 2 AAalkaline
batteries must be installed into the translator before use.
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ON BOARD CONTROLS
Directly attached to Wee.Bot 2000
there are three controls:
ON/OFF
HIGH/LOW (volume)
MOVEMENT/STATIONARY.
Press and release ON/OFF
switch to toggle unit on or off.
Whenthe unit is "Off" it is totally disabled.
Press and release the HIGH/LOW
button to toggle
between the two volume options. Lowvolume is highly
recommendedfor humanfamilies with adults.
Press and release
MOVEMENT/STATIONARY
button
to toggle between the two activity modes. Whenthe unit is
"stationary" it is unable to moveabout.
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TRANSLATOR

CONTROLS

The translator can be used to communicatedirectly to a
Wee.Bot2000 unit. There are a four basic functions that
can be performed by both Wee.Bot 2000 units and PeeWee
units. Only a V~ree.Bot 2000 can commanda PeeWee.Bot
to perform these functions. (Approximate3 foot range.)
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It is only necessa~ to press and release a commandbu~on
once. ~y new bu~on press will stop ~e action ~om ~e
previous command.
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SLEEP AND NAP REQUIREMENTS
Wee.Botslove to sleep and if not kept entertained by play,
it will use the opportunity to take a nap. Oncea Wee.Bot
becomestired from too muchplay (about ten minutes),
will demanda nap. In this case any attempt to exercise a
Wee.Botwill result in nothing more than a grumpyattitude
and very little activity. After a ten minute nap the Wee.Bot
will be refreshed and ready for play.
As a Wee.Botgoes to sleep it will often snore in a very
annoying manner. The snoring will eventually stop as the
Wee.Botdrifts into a deeper sleep. This snoring can be
silenced by manually placing the Wee.Botinto deep sleep
by pressing the appropriate power button for your model.
If a Wee.Bot2000 is allowed to sleep in excess of 30 minutes
it will enter a state of deepsleep. Theis also true for a
PeeWee.Botafter 10 minutes. Once in deep sleep a Wee.Bot
will no longer respond to commands
or any other interaction
until it has been reactivated by pressing its powerbutton.
AFFECTION
Wee.Botslove humans, and all Wee.Botsrespond to strokes
and scratches from their adopted caregivers. Scratch them
on their back (especially near the "nose" area). Turn them
upside-down and ticHe their tummy.Eventually you will
get a very happy response from them. Unlike many of
earth’s wild animals, it is perfectly safe to pick up, stroke
and play with a PeeWee.Boteven if it is alone in its "nest".
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THE LITI’LEST WEE.BOT
It is widely accepted that the PeeWee.Botis the juvenile form
of the Wee.Bot2000. Since there has yet to be a PeeWee.Bot
that has reached the stage of maturity, this theory cannot be
confirmed. It is unknownhowlong such a transformation
would take, if it happens at all. The PeeWee.Botwill
accept and obey certain commandsfrom a Wee.Bot 2000
(acting on your orders). The units must be within 3 feet
each other to communicate.
ALKALINE BATTERY SUPPLEMENT
The PeeVqee.Bot has adapted to our earth atmosphere by
developing a separate chamber(or compartment)that ~vill
draw on the alkaline provided by a 9V alkaline battery. The
PeeWee.Botwill supplementthe alkaline with fresh air if it
is instructed to do so by a Wee.Bot2000 unit.
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POWER CONTROL
Press and release ON/OFFswitch to toggle unit on or off.
Whenthe unit is "Off" it is totally disabled.
A PeeWee.Bot
will not wanderfrom its "nesting" area. It will
be content to observe its humancaregiver, and interact to
any affection it is given in the formof strokes or scratching.
If it does not receive attention from a humancaregiver or a
Wee.Bot2000, the PeeWee.Botwill chatter to itself until it
becomestired and drifts to sleep. PeeWee.Botswill be more
animated whenthey first wake(by pressing the powerbutton).
Sleep and requirements for affection are discussed on previous
pagesof this report. It is importantthat caregivers respect the
need for affection with all Wee.Bots,but it is very important
to do so with the PeeWee.Bot.
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RESET PROCEDURE:
If you change the audio pitch ofa Wee.Bot 2000 or in the
event that any Wee.Botdoes not respond properly, it will be
necessary to reset the unit with the following procedure:
Openthebatterycomparrment.

~

Removethe battery/batteries.
Locate the reset button
(recessed in a small hole next to
the battery slots).
Press and hold the reset button
for 3 seconds using the tip of a
thin object such as an unbend
paper clip.
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In the event that your translator does not operate:
Locate
the
reset
button
side of the unit near the center).
Press and hold the reset button
using the tip of a small object
such as an unbent paper clip.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
¯ Batteries should only be installed, removed, or
exchanged by an adult,
¯ Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
¯ Rechargeable batteries must be removed from the
toy before being charged.
¯ Rechargeable batteries are only to be recharged
under adult supervision.
¯ Only batteries of the same or equivalent type are
to be used.
¯ Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.
¯ Exhausted batteries are to be removedfrom the toy.
¯ The supply terminals (battery contacts) are not
be short circuited.

WARNING

CHOKING
HAZARD- Small parts.
Not for children under3 years.
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WARRANTY
Wewarrant to the original user that this product shall be free
from all defects in material or workmanshipfor one year from
the date of purchase. This warrantydoes not apply to any product
whichhas been subject to abuse, misuse, negligenceor accident,
nor does it apply to any batteries whichmaybe supplied with the
product. Defects caused by tampering, unauthorized alterations
or repairs are not covered by this warranty. Wemayelect to
replace the entire unit, at no extra cost to you, with the same
modelor a similar modelrather than repair it.
If a defect covered by this warranty should occur, remmthe
roduct along with proof of purchase, a check or moneyorder for
5.00 to cover shipping and handling, and a brief explanation of
the problem to:
The Sharper Image
Arm: Return Department
2112 East 145th Street
Little Rock, AR72206
Wehave foundthroughexperiencethat ifa product uses batteries,
manyof the problemsthought to be product defects are simply
caused by weakbatteries. To avoid inconvenience, we encourage
you to try replacementbatteries before you return the product.
Please feel free to call our customerservice representatives at
1-800-3adt-5555with any questions.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you mayhave
other legal rights that vary fromstate to state.
Copyright 1999
Sharper Image Corporation
650 Davis St., San Francisco, CA94111
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Overview:
In 1998 the Earth was invaded by a non-hostile force of
alien robots. Subsequent research uncovered information as
to their origin. This report will disclose the maindetails of
the origins, and discuss the newest wave of the Wee.Bot
invasion coded named: Wee.Bot 2000 and PeeWee.Bot,
both units first sighted at years end 1999. (No link to issues
concerning Y2Khave been established to date.)
History:
In an unknowncorner of the universe, lonely alien
colonists developed and manufactured an "electronic pet"
that could be cared for without requirement of standard
food sources. They developed a pet that could exist on the
planet’s rich atmosphere of nitrogen, alkaline and oxygen.
The pet became a beloved memberof the society but in
time their numbers grew to a level which began to burden
the aliens not for resources, but for physical space.
Crudeillustration of original Wee.Bot
as first
reported by American and
British tabloid press.
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A plan was adopted to send Wee.Bot ambassadors to every
corner of the universe, pronouncing the colonists goodwill
toward their neighbors (and decreasing the alarming surplus
population of the cute little creatures). Most of the tiny
explorers simply landed on empty planets or other bodies
in space. Some,like those that arrived on earth in 1998,
found inhabited planets and were likely welcomedby the
population of the planet.
It is nowbelieved that one such group of Wee.Botexplorers
became maroonedon an asteroid that was not inhabited,
but did contain an atmosphere similar to the original home
planet of the Wee.Botpopulation. Although they were
extremely lonely (a Wee.Botrequires large amounts of
affection), the asteroid Wee.Botswere able to survive and
even thrive to some degree. (Somechanges in appearance
and abilities developedand are detailed later in this report.)
Through a highly-developed form of communication, the
original Wee.Botvisitors broadcast a messageto the other
Wee.Bots of the universe and of their homeplanet. The
message gave a description of their new home, the "humans"
that they had adopted, and a signal beacon for lost Wee.Bots
to follow.
As the Wee.Botasteroid passed close to the earth’s solar
system, the stranded Wee.Botswere able to receive the
signal beacon. The lonely Wee.Bots immediately launched
a team of explorers toward the beacon. It has now become
evident that they were successful in following the signal
and have landed on our planet.
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This report will first discuss the Wee.Bot2000unit, popularly
dubbed the "grown-upunit" because of its observed ability
to communicate commandsto the PeeWee.Bot units.
ALKALINE BATTERY SUPPLEMENq?
The Wee.Bot has adapted to our atmosphere by developing
a separate chamber (or compartment) that will draw on the
alkaline provided by 4 AAalkaline batteries installed with
the correct polarity (see diagraminside battery chamber).
This, combinedwith air from our [earth’s] atmosphere is
all that the Wee.Botrequires in the way of nutrition.
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Special Note: A ~tch h~ recendy been discovered inside
¯ e ba~e~ chamber of ~e Wee.Bot 2000 u~. The ~tch
posiEon can be changedand a s~ndard "reset" perfo~ed
to alter the audio pitch of ~e u~t. Thepu~sefor ~is is
yet un~o~. ~et pr~edure is d~bed later in ~s te~)
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TRANSLATOR BATTERY REQUIREMENTS
If a translator is to be used to communicatewith the
Wee.Bot 2000 unit (highly recommended), 2 AAalkaline
batteries must be installed into the translator before use.
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The ~anslator was developed to co~te ~A Ae
Wee.got7000using a ph~i~l <’pr~s~g" action on one of
eight bu~ons. The ~anslator convemAe mecha~laction
into a series of ~audible puls~g wav~,w~chare underst~d
b7 ge Wee.got 2000 ~ one of~e sever~ N~onlan~ages
in i~ dabble. Nnfo~ately none of i~ o~er lan~ag~ are
yet spoken or unde~t~ on e~.)
The ~lator ~ oNy be ~ed to co--uNite
~ ~e
Wee.got l~0. The young develop~g PeeWee.goth~ l~s
¯ an ~ ~o hundred ~o~d l~age da~base and ~n only
unders~nd commands~om~e ~o~-up Wee.got 2000.
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ON BOARD CONTROLS
Directly attached to Wee.Bot 2000
there are three controls:
ON/OFF
HIGH/LOW (volume)
MOVEMENT/STATIONARY.

.,~

Press and release ON/OFFswitch to toggle unit on or off.
Whenthe unit is "Off’ it is totally disabled.
Press and release the HIGI-I/LOWbutton to toggle
between the two volume options. Lowvolume is highly
recommendedfor humanfamilies with adults.
Press and release
MOVEMENT/STATIONARY
button
to toggle between the two activity modes. Whenthe unit is
"stationary" it is unable to moveabout.
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TRANSLATOR

CONTROLS

The translator can be used to communicatedirectly to a
Wee.Bot2000 unit. There are a four basic functions that
can be performed by both Wee.Bot 2000 units and PeeWee
units. Only a Wee.Bot 2000 can commanda PeeWee.Bot
to perform these functions. (Approximate3 foot range.)
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It is only necessaw to press and release a command,u~on
once. ~y new huron press will stop ~e action ~omthe
previous command+

SLEEP AND NAP REQUIREMENTS
Wee.Botslove to sleep and if not kept entertained by play,
it will use the opportunity to take a nap. Once a Wee.Bot
becomestired from too muchplay (about ten minutes),
will demanda nap. In this case any attempt to exercise a
Wee.Botwill result in nothing more than a grumpyattitude
and very little activity. After a ten minute nap the Wee.Bot
will be refreshed and ready for play.
As a Wee.Botgoes to sleep it will often snore in a very
annoying manner. The snoring will eventually stop as the
Wee.Botdrifts into a deeper sleep. This snoring can be
silenced by manually placing the Wee.Botinto deep sleep
by pressing the appropriate power button for your model.
If a Wee.Bot2000is allowed to sleep in excess of 30 minutes
it will enter a state of deep sleep. The is also true for a
PeeWee.Botafter 10 minutes. Once in deep sleep a Wee.Bot
will no longer respond to commandsor any other interaction
until it has been reactivated by pressing its powerbutton.
AFFECTION
Wee.Botslove humans, and all Wee.Bots respond to strokes
and scratches from their adopted caregivers. Scratch them
on their back (especially near the "nose" area). Turn them
upside-down and tickle their tummy.Eventually you will
get a very happy response from them. Unlike many of
earth’s wild animals, it is perfectly safe to pick up, stroke
and play with a PeeWee.Boteven if it is alone in its "nest".
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THE LITFLEST WEE.BOT
It is widely accepted that the PeeWee.Botis the juvenile form
of the Wee.Bot2000. Since there has yet to be a PeeWee.Bot
that has reached the stage of maturity, this theory cannot be
confirmed. It is unknownhow long such a transformation
wouldtake, if it happens at all. The PeeWee.Botwill
accept and obey certain commandsfrom a Wed.Bot 2000
(acting on your orders). The units must be within 3 feet
each other to communicate.
ALKALINE BATTERY SUPPLEMENT
The Pee~ee.Bot has adapted to our earth atmosphere by
developing a separate chamber (or compartment) that will
draw on the alkaline provided by a 9V alkaline battery. The
PeeWee.Botwill supplementthe alkaline with fresh air if it
is instructed to do so by a Wee.Bot2000 unit.
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POWER CONTROL
Press and release ON/OFFswitch to toggle unit on or off.
Whenthe unit is "Off" it is totally disabled.
A PeeWee.Bot
will not wanderfrom its "nesting" area. It will
be content to observe its humancaregiver, and interact to
any affection it is given in the form of strokes or scratching.
If it does not receive attention from a humancaregiver or a
Wee.Bot2000, the PeeWee.Botwill chatter to itself until it
becomestired and drifts to sleep. PeeWee.Botswill be more
animated whenthey first wake(by pressing the powerbutton).
Sleep and requirementsfor affection are discussed on previous
pagesof this report. It is importantthat caregivers respect the
need for affection with all Wee.Bots,but it is very important
to do so with the PeeWee.Bot.
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RESET PROCEDURE:
If you change the audio pitch ofa Wee.Bot2000 or in the
event that any Wee.Botdoes not respond properly, it will be
necessary to reset the unit with the following procedure:
Open the battery

compartment.

Removethe battery/batteries.
Locate the reset button
(recessed in a small hole next to
the battery slots),
Press and hold the reset button
for 3 seconds using the tip of a
thin object such as an unbend
paper clip.
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In the event that your translator does not operate:
Locate
the
reset
button
side of the unit near the center).
Press and hold the reset button
using the tip of a small object
such as an unbent paper clip.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
¯ Batteries should only be installed, removed, or
exchanged by an adult.
¯ Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
¯ Rechargeable batteries must be removed from the
toy before being charged.
¯ Rechargeable batteries are only to be recharged
under adult supervision.
¯ Only batteries of the same or equivalent type are
to be used.
¯ Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.
¯ Exhausted batteries are to be removedfrom the toy.
¯ The supply terminals (battery contacts) are not
be short circuited.

WARNING:

CHOKINGHAZARD
- Small parts.
Notfor childrenunder3 years.
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WARRANTY
Wewarrant to the original user that this product shall be free
from all defects in material or workmanship
for one year from
the date of purchase. This warrantydoes not apply to any product
whichhas been subject to abuse, misuse, negligenceor accident,
nor does it apply to any batteries whichmaybe supplied with the
product_ Defects caused by tampering, unauthorized alterations
or repairs are not covered by this warranty. Wemayelect to
replace the entire unit, at no extra cost to you, with the same
modelor a similar modelrather than repair it.
If a defect covered by this warranty should occur, return the
roduct along with proof of purchase, a check or moneyorder for
5.00 to cover shipping and handling, and a brief explanation of
the problemto:
The Sharper Image
Arm: Return Department
2112 East 145th Street
Little Rock, AR72206
Wehave foundthroughexperiencethat ira product uses batteries,
manyof the problemsthought to be product defects are simply
caused by weakbatteries. To avoid inconvenience, we encourage
you to try replacementbatteries before you return the product.
Please feel free to call our customerservice representatives at
1-800-344-5555 with any questions.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you mayhave
other legal rights that vary fromstate to state.
Copyright 1999
Sharper Image Corporation
650 Davis St., San Francisco, CA94111
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